Let PG(F v q ) be the (v − 1)-dimensional projective space over F q and let Γ be a simple graph of order
Preliminaries
This work has been inspired by the natural relationship between classic 2-designs and graph decompositions, and between classic 2-designs and 2-designs over a finite field. Hence it involves three of the main characters of combinatorics that are designs, graphs, and finite geometries.
We recall that a t−(v, k, λ) design is a pair (P, B) where P is a set of v points, and B is a collection of k-subsets (blocks) of P such that every t-subset of P is contained in exactly λ blocks.
Designs over finite fields have been introduced in the 1970's (see [19, 20, 21] ) as a generalization of the classic designs defined above that date back to the 1930's. The q-analog of a t−(v, k, λ) design -also said a t−(v, k, λ) design over F q , or t−(v, k, λ) q subspace design, or t−(v, k, λ) q design -is a collection S of k-dimensional subspaces of the vector space F v q with the property that any t-dimensional subspace of F v q is contained in exactly λ members of S. In this paper we are interested only in the special case that t = 2. Every q-analog of a 2−design can be seen as a 2−design in the classic sense. Indeed, if PG(F v q ) is the (v − 1)-dimensional projective space over F q , the definition of a 2−(v, k, λ) q design can be equivalently reformulated as follows. q v−k+i − 1 q k−i − 1 . In particular, for k = 2, the set of points and the set of lines of PG(F v q ) is a 2−(v, 2, 1) q design. For an overview of known results about 2−(v, k, λ) q designs see [7] .
Throughout this paper, the number of points of PG(F v q ) will be denoted by [v] q . Hence we have:
With this notation, by Definition 1.1, we can say that a 2−(v, k, λ) q design is a classic 2-([v] q , [k] q , λ) design. By [Z v ] q we will denote the Singer group of order [v] q , that is the quotient group between the multiplicative groups of the fields of order q v and q:
This group acts sharply transitively on the point-set of PG(F v q ). Hence, throughout this paper the points of PG(F v q ) will be always identified with the elements of [Z v 
By analogy, given that mZ mn = {mi | 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1} is the subgroup of Z mn of order n, the subgroup of [Z mn ] q of order [n] q will be denoted by [mZ mn ] q . Thus, if g is a generator of F * q , we have:
Now we recall the definitions of a classic group divisible design and of a group divisible design over a finite field. Definition 1.2. A (mn, n, k, λ) group divisible design (briefly GDD) is a triple (P, G, B) where P is a set of mn points, G is a partition of P into m sets (groops 1 ) of size n, and B is a collection of k-subsets of P (blocks) such that each block meets each groop in at most one point and any two points belonging to different groops are contained in exactly λ blocks.
We also recall that GDDs are often useful to construct 2−designs in many ways. In particular, it is evident that the existence of a (mn, n, k, λ)-GDD and of a 2−(n, k, λ) design implies the existence of a 2−(mn, k, λ) design.
The q-analog of a classic GDD has been recently introduced in [14] . Its definition requires the notion of a d-spread of PG(F v q ), that is a partition of the set of points of PG(F v q ) into d-dimensional subspaces. Such a d-spread exists if and only if d+1 is a divisor of v. In particular, the Desarguesian (n− 1)-spread of PG(F mn q ) is the partition of [Z mn ] q into the cosets of [mZ mn ] q (see, e.g., [29] ). Definition 1.3. A (mn, n, k, λ)-GDD over F q , or briefly a (mn, n, k, λ) q -GDD, is a ( Note that a (mn, n, k, λ) q -GDD is a ([mn] q , [n] q , [k] q , λ)-GDD in the classic sense. As a special case of the remark that we have done on classic GDDs we can say that combining a (mn, n, k, λ) q -GDD with a 2−(n, k, λ) q design one obtains a 2−(mn, k, λ) q design.
Graph decompositions over a finite field
Now we want to make a link between designs over finite fields and graph decompositions. Throughout the paper, K v will denote the complete graph on an abstract set of v vertices, and K V will denote the complete graph on a concrete set V . If Γ is an abstract graph, speaking of a Γ-subgraph of K V we will mean a subgraph of K V isomorphic to Γ. If q is a prime power, an abstract graph Γ will be said q-spaceable if its order is the number of points of a projective space over F q of a suitable dimension, i.e., if its vertex-set has size [k] q for some k. Finally, speaking of a Γ-subspace of PG(F v q ) we will mean a graph isomorphic to Γ whose vertex-set is a subspace of PG(F v q ). Of course, in this case Γ must be q-spaceable.
Definition 2.1. Let Γ be a simple graph. A 2−(v, Γ, λ) design is a pair (P, B) where P is a set of v points and where B is a collection of Γ-subgraphs (blocks) of K P such that any two distinct points are adjacent in exactly λ blocks.
In most of the literature (see, e.g., [9] ) a design as above is said to be a (λK v , Γ)-design or a Γ-decomposition of λK v , where λK v is the λ-fold of K v . Indeed, to say that (P, B) is a 2−(v, Γ, λ) design is equivalent to say that the edge sets of its blocks partition the edge-multiset of λK P , the λ-fold of K P . We changed a bit the formal definition just in order to keep notation and terminology of graph decompositions similar to those of classic 2−designs.
It is evident that a 2−(v, K k , λ) design is nothing but a classic 2−(v, k, λ) design. Thus, by Definition 1.1, any 2-(v, k, λ) q design can be equivalently interpreted as a decomposition of the λ-fold of the complete graph on the points of PG(
. This leads to the following new notion of a graph decomposition over a finite field.
is over F q if P is the set of points of PG(F v q ), and each B ∈ B is a Γ-subspace of PG(F v q ).
. In order to be consistent with the latter notation, it would be nice if, given a graph Γ of order [k] q , one could speak of a "2−([v] q , Γ, λ) design over F q " as a "2−(v, Γ ′ , λ) q design" with Γ ′ a suitable graph of order k. In this case, however, Γ should be "q-analogizable", i.e., thinkable as the "q-analog" of Γ ′ ; this would mean that the two graphs have the same identical characteristics. For instance K [k]q is obviously the q-analog of K k . Other examples are the q-spaceable paths and the q-spaceable cycles. The path P [k]q on [k] q vertices can be clearly seen as the q-analog of the path P k on k vertices and then we will write [
q can be seen as the q-analog of the k-cycle C k so that we write
On the other hand, most q-spaceable graphs are unfortunately not q-analogizable and then, in the general theory, we will continue to speak of a 2−([v] q , Γ, λ) design over F q . Anyway, we recommend the reader to bring in mind the following "graph-analog notation" of the literature on designs over finite fields that we will adopt only when Γ is q-analogizable.
Let us say that a 2−(v, Γ, λ) design (P, B) is spanning if Γ has order v, hence if all its blocks are spanning subgraphs of K P . It is obvious that every spanning 2−([v] q , Γ, λ) design can be seen as a design over F q ; it is enough to rename the vertices of K [v] q with the points of PG(F v q ). Thus, in the framework of designs over finite fields, the spanning designs will be considered trivial. In spite of this fact they could be helpful for the construction of some graph decompositions over a finite field which are not trivial at all (see next Corollary 2.8).
Let us see which are the obvious necessary conditions for the existence of a graph decomposition over a finite field.
Proposition 2.4. The trivial necessary conditions for the existence of a 2-([v] q , Γ, λ) design over F q are the following:
(ii) the size of Γ is a divisor of
(iii) the greatest common divisor of the degrees of the vertices of Γ divides
Proof. Let D = (P, B) be a 2−(v, Γ, λ) design over F q . By definition, the vertex-set of every B ∈ B is a subspace of PG(F v q ), hence Γ is q-spaceable. The other conditions follow from the necessary conditions for the existence of a classic graph decomposition. The size of Γ must be a divisor of the size of the λ-fold of K P , that is equal to λ and a trivial computation shows that
Finally, for P ∈ P and B ∈ B, let deg B (P ) be the degree of P in the graph B. Then it is obvious that the sum B∈B deg B (P ) is the degree of
Considering that each block is isomorphic to Γ, it is clear that deg B (P ) is a degree of a vertex of Γ for each B, hence λq[v − 1] q is divisible by the greatest common divisor of the degrees of the vertices of Γ.
Note that the third admissibility condition is empty in the case that the greatest common divisor of the degrees of the vertices of Γ is 1. Instead, it is particular important when Γ is regular. Indeed in this case condition (iii) can be more conveniently reformulated as follows.
For instance, a non-trivial 2−(127, Γ, 1) design over F 2 with Γ = (V, E) connected, may exist only when the order and the size of Γ are as follows. The size is in boldface only when Γ might be regular, hence in the cases that |V | divides 2|E|. Note that (|V |, |E|) = (7, 21) corresponds to the case that Γ is complete, that is equivalent to the 2-analog of a Fano plane, namely to a 2−(7, 3, 1) 2 design. There is a great deal of doubt on the existence of such a design; indeed it has been proved that if it exists, then its full automorphism group has order at most two [6, 28, 34] . The case (|V |, |E|) = (7, 7) corresponds to a 2−(7, C 3 , 1) 2 design that will be constructed in Section 5. The case (|V |, |E|) = (63, 63) corresponds to a 2−(7, C 6 , 1) 2 design that will be constructed in Subsection 8.1. Now note that a (mn, n, k, λ)-GDD is equivalent to a K k -decomposition of λK m×n , the λ-fold of the complete m-partite graph whose parts have size n. Thus, in particular, a (mn, n, k, λ) q -GDD can be seen as a decomposition of the [m] q n -partite graph whose parts are the members of the Desarguesian (n − 1)-spread of PG(F mn q ) into K k -subspaces of PG(F mn q ). These observations naturally lead to the following definitions.
|V
Definition 2.5. Let Γ be a simple graph. A (mn, n, Γ, λ)-GDD is a triple (P, G, B) where P is a set of mn points, G is a partition of P into m groops of size n, and B is a collection of Γ-subgraphs (blocks) of K P such that the two vertices of any edge of any block belong to distinct groops, and two points belonging to different groops are adjacent in exactly λ blocks. Definition 2.6. Let Γ be a q-spaceable graph. A ([mn] q , [n] q , Γ, λ)-GDD is over F q if the points are those of PG(F mn q ), the groops are the members of a Desarguesian (n − 1)-spread, and each block is a Γ-subspace of PG(F mn q ).
Here is a very elementary but useful composition construction.
We already commented that every spanning 2−([n] q , Γ, λ) design can be seen as a design over F q . These designs, apparently uninteresting, could be crucial for the construction of some 2−([mn] q , Γ, λ) designs over F q . Indeed, as an immediate consequence of the previous proposition we can state the following. 
has a cyclic subgroup acting sharply transitively on P.
Using techniques based on automorphism groups of objects are not a novelty in the construction of combinatorial structures. We highlight a few of them used to construct designs over finite fields: the Kramer-Mesner method [5, 8] ; the tactical-decomposition method [31, 8] ; the method of differences [18] . The last method will be used here to obtain some nontrivial cyclic graph decompositions over a finite field.
Difference families
Let G be a group and let B be simple graph with vertices in G. The list of differences of B is the multiset ∆B of all possible differences x − y or quotients xy −1 (depending on whether G is additive or multiplicative) with (x, y) an ordered pair of adjacent vertices of B. Note that if B is complete with vertex-set V (B), then ∆B coincides with the list of differences of the set V (B) in the usual sense.
The list of differences of B can be conveniently displayed by means of its difference table. This is the square matrix T (B) whose rows and columns are labeled with the vertices b 1 , . . . , b k of B and where the entry t ij is empty or equal to the difference b i − b j (or the quotient
If F is a family of subgraphs of K G , then the list of differences of F is the multiset-sum ∆(F) = B∈F ∆(B).
The development of B and F, denoted by devB and devF, are the multisets of graphs defined by
where B g is the graph obtained from B by replacing each b ∈ V (B) with b + g or bg according to whether G is additive or multiplicative, respectively.
Definition 3.1. Let G be a group and let Γ be a simple graph. A (v, Γ, λ) difference family in G is a collection F of Γ-subgraphs of K G (base blocks) such that ∆F covers exactly λ times the set G * of non-identity elements of G.
If Γ has size s, then the list of differences of a Γ-subgraph of K G has size 2s and then it is evident that a necessary condition for the existence of a (v, Γ, λ) difference family is that λ(v − 1) is divisible by 2s. In the case that Γ is the complete graph K k , one simply speaks of a (v, k, λ) difference family in G. If we speak of a (v, Γ, λ) difference family or a ([v] q , Γ, λ) difference family without specifying the group G, it will be understood that
The notion of a difference family is important in view of the following result that is very well known when Γ is complete (see, e.g., [1, 3] ). For a generic Γ one can see [16, 17] .
The following definition is the q-analog of Definition 3.1.
Definition 3.3. Let q be a prime power and let Γ be a q-spaceable graph.
Consistently with Notation 2.3, if a graph Γ admits a q-analog [Γ] q , then by speaking of a (v, Γ, λ) q difference family we will mean a (
As a special case of Theorem 3.2 we can state the following.
The above theorem has been recently used in [18] to prove the existence of a cyclic 2−(v, 3, 7) 2 design -that is a 2−(v, K 3 , 7) 2 design -for every odd v. That was an improvement of [34] where the same result was obtained with a different approach and the additional hypothesis that v was not divisible by 3. We also recall that all the 2−(13, 3, 1) 2 designs discovered in [4] are obtainable via (13, 3, 1) 2 difference families. We will revisit one of these difference families in Subsection 4.1.
Relative difference families
Here we consider an important variation of a (v, Γ, λ) difference family, that is the notion of a relative difference family.
If H is a subgroup of a group G, we denote by K G:H the complete multipartite graph whose parts are the right cosets of H in G. Also, writing [K m×n ] q we will always mean the complete [m] q n -partite graph whose parts are the members of the Desarguesian (n − 1)-spread of PG(F mn q ).
Definition 3.5. Let H be a subgroup of order n of a group G of order mn, and let Γ be a simple graph. A (mn, n, Γ, λ) difference family in G and relative to H is a collection F of Γ-subgraphs of K G:H such that ∆F covers G \ H exactly λ times.
Note that the list of differences of a difference family as above is clearly disjoint with H. Thus, if Γ has size s, then the obvious necessary condition for the existence of a (mn, n, Γ, λ) difference family is that λ(m − 1)n is divisible by 2s. Of course a (mn, 1, Γ, λ) difference family relative to the trivial subgroup of G is nothing but a (mn, Γ, λ) difference family in G as defined in the previous section.
Speaking of a (mn, n, Γ, λ) difference family or a ([mn] q , [n] q , Γ, λ) difference family without specifying the group G and the subgroup H, it will be understood that (G, H) = (Z mn , mZ mn ) in the former case, and that
The members of a relative difference family are called base blocks as for ordinary difference families. Here we are interested in relative difference families over finite fields. Definition 3.6. Let q be a prime power and let Γ be a q-spaceable graph.
We have the following result.
For the important case that Γ is complete see [10] , for a general Γ see [13, 15, 17] . As a special case of the above theorem we can state the following.
The above theorem has been used in [18] to prove the existence of a cyclic (3n, 3, 3, 7) 2 -GDD -that is a (3n, 3, K 3 , 7) 2 design -for every odd n.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.8 and Corollary 2.8 we can state the following.
design over F q which is cyclic if the spanning design is such.
Use of multipliers
Let F be a difference family in a group G and let α be an automorphism of G. One says that α is a multiplier of F if it leaves F invariant. Using a difference family F in a group G to construct a design D significantly reduces the number of blocks one needs to find. Yet, |F| can be still quite "big", hence the problem could appear to be hard anyway. So one could try to impose that F has a big group A of multipliers with a "small" number of orbits (possibly one!) on F. In this case it is enough to give a set of initial base blocks for F, i.e., a complete system S of representatives for the A-orbits on the base blocks of F; only one block, chosen arbitrarily, in each A-orbit on F.
In Section 8 we will see how the construction of some "difference graphs" (that are difference families with only one base block) is facilitated if one imposes a group of multipliers.
Most constructions for difference families in a group G have a group A of multipliers acting semiregularly on G * . This means that the non identity elements of A do not fix any element of G * . For instance, in [11] it is proved that there exists a disjoint (v, k, k) difference family in G whenever Aut(G) has a subgroup A of order k acting semiregularly on G * . The base blocks of this difference family F are simply the A-orbits on G * , hence A is a group of multpliers of F fixing every base block.
More frequently, the construction of an ordinary difference family F in a group G can be realized by imposing a group A of multipliers acting semiregularly both on G * and F. This strategy is often successful when G is elementary abelian, i.e., the additive group of a finite field.
As far as we are aware, a formal description of how this strategy works in the general case is lacking. We give this description in the proof of the following theorem. orbits of A on G * . Then I is a collection of initial base blocks of a (v, Γ, λ) difference family in G.
We have ∆B α = {x α | x ∈ ∆B} for every pair (B, α) ∈ I × A and then ∆F = {x α | x ∈ ∆I, α ∈ A}. We have
and then ∆I has exactly λ elements in each A-orbit on G * by assumption. This means that ∆I is the multiset sum of λ complete systems of representatives for the A-orbits on G * , say S 1 , . . . , S λ . Thus we can write
Let Stab(x) and Orb(x) be the stabilizer and the orbit of x under the action of A. Then {x α | α ∈ A} is the multiset sum of |A| |Stab(x)| copies of Orb(x). On the other hand A acts semiregularly on G * by assumption, hence Stab(x) is always trivial and then {x α | α ∈ A} = Orb(x) for every x ∈ S i . Thus we have x∈S i {x α | α ∈ A} = G * for 1 ≤ i ≤ λ and we conclude that ∆F is the multiset sum of λ copies of G * , i.e., F is a (v, Γ, λ) difference family in G. The assertion follows.
Assume, for instance, that q = k(k − 1)t + 1 is a prime power and that we want to find a (q, k, 1) difference family in the elementary abelian group EA(q), that is the additive group of F q . Thus we want a (q, Γ, 1) difference family in EA(q) where Γ = K k has size s =
. Let C be the subgroup of t-th roots of unity of F * q and set A = {α c | c ∈ C} where α c is the automorphism of EA(q) defined by α c (x) = cx for every x ∈ F q . It is obvious that A is a group of automorphisms of EA(q) isomorphic to C that acts semiregularly on F * q and that the A-orbits on F * q are the k(k − 1) cosets of C in F * q . Thus, if we find a k-subset B of F q such that ∆B has exactly one element in each of these cosets, then a set I of initial base blocks for the required family is the singleton {B} by Theorem 3.10. This is the famous "Wilson's lemma on evenly distributed differences" [36] . At a first sight one could think that to find such a set B is almost a miracle but, as proved by Wilson himself, this strategy always succeeds whenever v is sufficiently large (see also [17] ).
It is easy to see that Theorem 3.10 can be generalized to the following.
Theorem 3.11. Let Γ be a graph of size s, let G be a group of order mn with λ(m − 1)n = 2st, and let H be a subgroup of G of order n. Assume that A is a subgroup of Aut(G) of order a divisor d of gcd(mn − n, t) acting semiregularly on G \ H. Also assume that I is a orbits of A on G \ H. Then I is a collection of initial base blocks of a (mn, n, Γ, λ) difference family in G relative to H.
The above two theorems can be reformulated -mutatis mutandi -almost in the same way for difference families over a finite field but now there is a very a big "handicap"; indeed in this case the subgroup A of Aut([Z v ] q ) cannot be arbitrary since it must turn subspaces into subspaces. This may happen only if A is a subgroup of the (unfortunately quite "small") group
where φ is the Frobenius automorphism defined by φ(x) = x q for every (=⇒). Given that F is the cyclic group of order v generated by q, we have
is fixed by A. It necessarily follows that
and this is possible only for d = 1. Thus A = q , i.e., A is necessarily the whole F . This fact naturally implies that F has prime order. Indeed, in the opposite case, any proper subgroup of F would also act semiregularly In view of the above proposition, the "q-analog" of Theorem 3.10 should be more conveniently stated as follows.
Theorem 3.13. Let v be a prime and let Γ be a q-spaceable graph of size s with λ([v] q − 1) = 2st. Assume that v divides t and that I is a t v -collection of Γ-subspaces of PG(F v q ) with ∆I evenly distributed over the
The shortage of multipliers is one of the main reasons for which to construct difference families over a finite field is in general a very hard task. The search for difference families in a group G could be enormously facilitated by the use of the automorphisms of G to the point that, in some cases, it is enough to find only an initial base block for them. On the other hand, for a difference family F over a finite field the number of automorphisms that one can use is very small compared with the size of F and hence, in general, one needs a huge number of initial base blocks anyway. 
An example of a
2 are the cosets of the group {2 i | 0 ≤ i ≤ 6} of the 7th roots of unity in Z * p , i.e., the cyclotomic classes of order 18. Also note that f turns the list of differences of B into the list of differences of f (B). Thus a Q * 3 -plane B satisfies our requirement provided that the list of differences of B ′ := f (B) has exactly one element in each cyclotomic class of order 18. Denoted by r a primitive element of Z p , it is a standard exercise to see that this is equivalent to say that the logarithmic map
is bijective on ∆B ′ . Then our strategy to find the Q * 3 -plane B is the following:
(i) find a plane π of PG(F 7 2 ) such that the list of differences of f (π) intersects each cyclotomic class of order 18 in at least one element or, equivalently, in such a way that the map Log is surjective on ∆f (π).
(ii) construct a copy B ′ of Q * 3 with vertex-set f (π) in such a way that the map Log is injective on ∆B ′ .
Consider the plane π = 1, g 2 , g 5 generated by the three points 1 = g 0 , g 2 and g 5 . Taking into account of the algebraic rule g 7 = g + 1, one can easily check that for the remaining points of π, that are g 2 + 1, g 5 + 1, g 5 + g 2 and g 5 + g 2 + 1, we have:
Thus f (π) = {0, 4 Steiner 2-designs over finite fields A 2−(v, k, λ) design is said to be a Steiner 2-design when λ = 1. In this section we will discuss Steiner 2-designs over F q , namely 2−(v, k, 1) q designs or also 2−(v, K k , 1) q designs. As fas as we are aware, nobody noticed that the trivial admissibility conditions for the existence of a 2−(v, k, 1) q design can be stated in the following very convenient and simple way.
This is as an immediate consequence of the following more general fact.
Proposition 4.2. The divisibility conditions for a classic 2− (
Proof. First recall that gcd(a m −1, a n −1) = a gcd (m,n) −1 and therefore that gcd(
for every triple of positive integers (a, m, n) with a > 1. This is a standard exercise of elementary number theory (see, e.g., [32] , Example 245, page 36). Specializing this to the case that a is a prime power, we can say that 
By (4.2) and the first condition above, k − 1 must be a divisor of v − 1, i.e., v ≡ 1 (mod k − 1). 
where g = gcd(k, v) and g ′ = gcd(k, v − 1). Thus we can write:
If g ≤ g ′ , reducing (4.4) modulo q g we get q ≡ 0 (mod q g ) which implies g = 1 and hence g ′ = k, i.e., k divides v − 1. If g ≥ g ′ , reducing (4.4) modulo q g ′ we get q ≡ 0 (mod q g ′ ) which implies g ′ = 1 and hence g = k, i.e., k divides v. Thus we have v ≡ 0 or 1 (mod k). Recalling that v ≡ 1 (mod k − 1), we necessarily conclude that v ≡ 1 or k (mod k(k − 1)) and the assertion follows.
The following result is elementary and can be considered folklore. Already in 1987, R. Mathon [30] A trivial counting shows that the size a difference family F as in the above theorem is
It is clear that this size is quite "big" even for very "small" values of the parameters v, k and q. Thus, it would be convenient to use multipliers, when this is possible. Specializing Theorem 3.13 to a 2−(k(k − 1)t + 1, k, 1) q design (hence Γ = K k and λ = 1) we get the following. [k]q[k−1]q = uv for some integer u and that q ≡ 1 (mod v). If I is a u-set of (k − 1)-dimensional subspaces of PG(F v q ) with ∆I evenly distributed over the
, then I is a collection of initial base blocks of a (v, k, 1) q difference family.
Revisiting the 2−(13, 3, 1) 2 design
The longstanding conjecture that there is no non-trivial 2−(v, k, 1) q design was disproved in [4] where over 400 non-isomorphic cyclic 2−(13, 3, 1) 2 designs have been constructed. Given that they are cyclic, each of them can be obtained by means of a suitable (13, 3, 1) 2 difference family. Here we revisit the solution presented in [4] giving some more details. Our purpose is to make the reader able to check its correctness almost by hand and, above all, we want to emphasize how multipliers are crucial for its achievement.
Let us take a root g of the polynomial x 13 +x 12 +x 10 +x 9 +1 as generator of [Z 13 ] 2 and let us consider the natural isomorphism f : g i ∈ [Z 13 ] 2 −→ i ∈ Z 2 13 −1 . Note that p = [13] 2 = 2 13 − 1 = 8191 is a prime so that it makes sense to speak of a primitive root (mod p). Such a primitive root is, for instance, r = 17.
Let us use Theorem 4.5 with v = 13, k = 3 and q = 2. We have
. Thus the required difference family could be realized by means of a 15-set I of initial planes of PG(F 13 2 ) with the property that ∆I has exactly one element in each orbit of Frob(Z 13 2 ) on [Z 13 ] * 2 . Note that the images of these orbits under the isomorphism f are the cosets of {2 i | 0 ≤ i ≤ 12}, that is the group of 13th roots of unity, in Z * p . Equivalently, they are the cyclotomic classes of order p−1 13 = 630. Reasoning as in subsection 3.4 we conclude that I = {B 1 , . . . , B 15 } is the required set of initial planes provided that the logarithmic map
is bijective on S := 15 i=1 ∆f (B i ). That said, the required set of initial planes is the one consisting of the preimages under f of the following subsets of Z p . The reader who wants to check this concretely, has to make the following three steps.
First of all one needs to ensure that the preimages of the B ′ i s are actually planes. To facilitate this task each B ′ i has been ordered -differently from [4] where the order is increasing -in the form B ′ i = {0, b i1 , . . . , b i6 } in such a way that
This can be easily verified taking care of the algebraic rule g 13 = g 12 + g 10 + g 9 + 1. Hence B i := f −1 (B ′ i ) is the plane 1, g b i1 , g b i2 generated by the three points 1, g b i1 and g b i2 .
Then one has to calculate Log(∆B ′ i ) for each i. Here is, for instance, the image under Log of the difference Finally, one has to check that the "miracle" happens: the union of these images cover all Z 630 .
The success of the above construction actually looks like a miracle. It is even more amazing that, in the same way, more than 400 pairwise nonisomorphic 2−(13, 3, 1) 2 designs have been obtained. This fact seems to suggest that there is a "magic" combinatorial structure on 2 13 − 1 = 8191 points hidden behind the constructed designs. Thus, given that 8191 = 90 2 + 90 + 1, we hazard the outrageous conjecture that there exists a projective plane of order 90.
Searching for other cyclic 2−(v, k, 1) q designs
The existence problem for Steiner 2-designs over F q is very hard. For the time being, the only theoretical tool available to get them is the method of differences that requires the construction of a (relative) difference family whose size is almost always quite big. The possible existence of multipliers does not help so much since the number of initial base blocks usually remains too big. Let us show, for instance, what happens if we want to find the qanalog of a Fano plane that is a 2−(7, 3, 1) q design. In the following table we give the size of a putative 2−(7, 3, 1) q difference family F and the minimal size of a set I of initial base blocks for F for each prime power q ≤ 19. If the cell (
|F | |I|
, q) contains two numbers f i it means that f is the size of F and that i is the number of initial base blocks for F in the putative case that it admits a group of multipliers. If the cell (
, q) contains only one number f it means that F has size f and cannot have a non-trivial group of multipliers.
In the line labeled "∃" we put "N" or "?" according to whether it has been checked by computer the non-existence (see [4] for the cases q ∈ {2, 3, 5}) or it is still unknown, respectively. Note that we have checked by computer that a putative 2−(7, 3, 1) 17 difference family does not have non-trivial multipliers even though, a priori, it may have Frob[Z 7 ] 17 as a group of multipliers.
For (v, k) = (7, 3) the situation becomes even worse. We first recall that an exhaustive computer search [4] excluded the existence of cyclic (9, 3, 1) 2 and (13, 4, 1) 2 designs. In the following table we report the size of a putative (v, r, k, 1) q difference family F and the size of a minimal set I of initial base blocks for F. It is impressive how these numbers almost immediately "explode". When the cell corresponding to I is empty it will mean that F cannot have non-trivial multipliers. 
Cycle decompositions over finite fields
The admissibility conditions for the existence of a cycle decomposition over a finite field are the following. As a consequence of the above proposition, one can try to construct every putative 2−(v, C k , 1) q design as follows.
Find a collection S of Arrange the points of each S ∈ S into a [k] q -cycle C S in such a way that
Find a collection S of
Arrange the points of each S ∈ S into a [k] q -cycle C S in such a way that F := {C S | S ∈ S} is a (v, k, C k , 1) q difference family. At this point, let us recall that for every odd integer u ≥ 3 there exists a Hamiltonian cycle system of order u, i.e., a 2−(u, C u , 1) design (see, e.g., [12] ). Thus, in particular, there exists a spanning ([k] q , C [k]q , 1) design over F q and the existence of the desired 2−(v, C k , 1) q design follows from Proposition 3.9.
Let us see how the above strategy is successful to find a 2-(v, C 3 , 1) 2 design for v = 6, 7 and 9.
A cyclic 2−(7, C 3 , 1) 2 design. Let us take a root g of the polynomial x 7 + x + 1 as generator of [Z 7 ] 2 . We need a (7, C 3 , 1) 2 difference family, namely a set F of nine C 7 -planes of PG(F 7 2 ) whose list of differences covers [Z 7 ] 2 \ {1} exactly once. We first need a set {π 1 , . . . , π 9 } of nine planes of PG(F 7 2 ) forming a difference cover of [Z 7 ] 2 \ {1}. We claim that such a difference cover is the one in which the i-th plane
is generated by the three points 1, g x i and g y i where the pairs (x 1 , y 1 ), . . . , (x 9 , y 9 ) are as follows:
(1, 3), (1, 71), (2, 18), (2, 22) , (2, 41) , (3, 13) , (3, 20) , (8, 19) , (10, 40) .
Taking care of the basic rule g 7 = g +1, the reader can check that the images f (π 1 ), . . . , f (π 9 ) of the nine planes in Z [7] 2 are the following: We see that the above lists partition Z 127 \ {0}, hence {B 1 , . . . , B 9 } is a (127, C 7 , 1) difference family and then F = {f −1 (B 1 ), ..., f −1 (B 9 )} is a (7, C 3 , 1) 2 difference family.
A cyclic 2−(6, C 3 , 1) 2 design. Let us take a root g of the polynomial x 6 + x 4 + x 3 + x + 1 as generator of [Z 6 ] 2 . Here we need a (6, 3, C 3 , 1) 2 difference family, namely a set F of four C 7 -planes of PG(F 7 2 ) whose list of differences covers [Z 6 ] 2 \ [2Z 6 ] 2 exactly once. We first need a set {π 1 , . . . , π 4 } of four planes of PG(F 6 2 ) forming a difference cover of [Z 6 ] 2 . Such a difference cover is the one in which the i-th plane
is generated by the three points 1, g x i and g y i where the pairs (x 1 , y 1 ), . . . , (x 4 , y 4 ) are as follows:
(1, 21), (2, 21) , (2, 9) , (9, 12) .
Taking care of the basic rule g 6 + g 4 + g 3 + g + 1 = 0, the reader can check that the images f (π 1 ), . . . , f (π 4 ) of the four planes in Z [6] The above lists partition Z 63 \ 9Z 63 , hence {B 1 , . . . , B 4 } is a (63, 7, C 7 , 1) difference family and then
A cyclic 2−(9, C 3 , 1) 2 design. Let us take a root g of the polynomial x 9 + x 4 + 1 as generator of [Z 9 ] 2 . Here we need a (9, 3, C 3 , 1) 2 difference family, namely a set F of thirty-six C 7 -planes of PG(F 9 2 ) whose list of differences covers [
Thus, by a suitable specialization of Theorem 3.11, the required difference family can be realized by means of a set I of four C 7 -planes whose 56 differences form a complete system of representatives for the orbits of Frob([ 
Path decompositions over finite fields
The admissibility conditions for the existence of a path decomposition over a finite field are the following. Proposition 6.1. A 2−(v, P k , 1) q design with q even cannot exist. A 2−(v, P k , 1) q design with q odd and k even possibly exists only for v ≡ 0 or 1 (mod k − 1). A 2−(v, P k , 1) q design with q odd and k odd possible exists only for v ≡ 0 or 1 (mod 2(k − 1)).
Proof. A path with n vertices has size n − 1, hence the size of 
The reduction (mod 2) of the two sums in the above formula are respectively equal to t and (k − 1)t + 1. Thus, for k odd, their product is even only for t even. The assertion follows.
Differently from Steiner 2-designs and cycle decompositions over finite fields, we note that there are admissible triples (v, k, q) for which, a priori, a 2−(v, P k , 1) q design cannot be obtained via difference families. The first of this triples is (4, 3, 3) ; according to Proposition 6.1 a 2−(4, P 3 , 1) 3 design may exist but it does not make sense to speak of a (4, P 3 , 1) 3 difference family.
The "smallest" admissible non-trivial triple (v, k, q) for which a (v, P k , 1) q difference family may exist is (5, 3, 3) . Thus let us construct a (5, P 3 , 1) 3 difference family, i.e., a set F of P 13 -solids of PG(3 5 ) whose list of differences covers [Z 5 ] * 3 exactly once. The size of P 13 is s = 12 and we have [5] 3 − 1 = 120 = 2st with t = 5. Thus, by Theorem 3.10, the difference family F can be realized by means of only one P 13 -solid of PG(3 5 ) whose list of differences is a complete system of representatives for the orbits of 7 Vertex-labelings of a difference graph with the elements of a difference set
In this section we make a digression on a (probably new) problem which is only seemingly unrelated to the main topic of this paper. As a matter of fact, in the next section we will see how a specialization of this problem allows to get several 2−([v] q , Γ, λ) designs over F q with Γ of order [v − 1] q . A (v, Γ, λ) difference family in G with only one base block will be naturally called a (v, Γ, λ) difference graph. Anyway we warn the reader the term "difference graph" already exists in other contexts with a completely different meaning (see, e.g., [25] ). We note that when G is cyclic and λ = 1 this notion is completely equivalent to that of a ρ-labeling of Γ (see [9] ). We also note that the vertex-set of a (v, K k , λ) difference graph in G is nothing but a (v, k, λ) difference set in G. There is a wide literature on difference sets, for general background on them we refer to [27] . Here we recall the definitions of the Paley and the Singer difference sets. If p ≡ 3 (mod 4) is a prime, then the set of non-zero squares of Z p is a (p,
. Its development gives rise to the set of all the hyperplanes of PG(F v q ), i.e., to the complete 2
The obvious necessary condition for the existence of a (v, Γ, λ) difference graph in a certain group G is that Γ has size
. If this condition is satisfied and D is a (v, k, µ) difference set in G for some pair (µ, k) with k not smaller than the order of Γ we can ask whether it is possible to realize the required difference graph in such a way that its vertex-set is contained in D. In other words, we want to label the vertices of Γ with elements of D in such a way that the list of differences of adjacent labels covers every non-identity element of G exactly λ times. A labeling as above will be called a graceful D-labeling of Γ since it clearly reminds to, especially when λ = 1, the well known notion of a graceful labeling (see [24] for a dynamic survey on this topic). Note that if G is a group, then G itself is trivially a (v, v, v − 2) difference set. Thus to say that Γ is G-graceful is like to say that there exists a (v, Γ, λ) difference graph in G. For instance, the well known fact that there is no (43, 7, 1) difference set can be also expressed by saying that K 7 is not Z 43 -graceful.
In the case that Γ is complete, say Γ = K h , we also note that to say that Γ is D-graceful is equivalent to say that there exists a (v, h, λ) difference set in G which is contained in the (v, k, µ) difference set D. Here is a remarkable example. The difference set D = {1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 11, 17, 18, 20, 21, 24, 25, 26, 27, 29} is a Singer (31, 15, 7) difference set in Z 31 which contains the Singer (31, 6, 1) difference set D ′ = {1, 5, 11, 24, 25, 27}. Thus, considering that the development of D is the set of hyperplanes of PG(F 5 2 ) and that the development of D ′ is the set of lines of PG(F 3 5 ), someone would say that the projective plane of order 5 is "nested" in the point-hyperplane design associated with the 4-dimensional projective space of order 2.
We could exhibit several examples of D-admissible graphs Γ which are G-graceful but not D-graceful. Consider for instance the (15, 7, 3) The notion introduced in Definition 7.1 seems to be particularly interesting when Γ has order |D|. We do not have at the moment any example of an admissible pair (D, Γ) where Γ is a regular connected graph of order |D| that is not D-graceful. Thus we hazard the following conjecture. The conjecture is trivially true in the extremal case i = gcd(k − 1, µ). Indeed in this case Γ should have degree k − 1, hence it is necessarily the complete graph and the above statement says that there exists a D-graceful labeling of K k . This is equivalent to say that D is a difference set, that is trivial since it is the assumption. Thus, in particular, the conjecture is trivially true when gcd(k − 1, µ) = 1.
The following proposition shows that the conjecture is true when D is a Paley difference set and Γ is circulant. For convenience of the reader we recall that if S is a subset of {1, . . . , ⌊ n 2 ⌋}, then the circulant graph C(Z n ; S) is the graph with vertex-set Z n whose edges are all pairs of the form {x, x+s} with x ∈ Z n and s ∈ S. Proposition 7.3. Let D be the Paley (4n + 3, 2n + 1, n) difference set and let Γ be a circulant graph of order 2n + 1. Then Γ is D-graceful.
Proof. By assumption, 4n + 3 is a prime and D is the set of non-zero squares of Z 4n+3 , i.e., the subgroup D of order 2n + 1 of the multiplicative group of Z 4n+3 . Also by assumption we have Γ = C(Z 2n+1 ; S) for a suitable set S. We claim that any isomorphism f between the two groups (Z 2n+1 , +) and (D, ·) is a D-graceful labeling of Γ. It is enough to show that the list of differences, in Z 4n+3 , of the graph Γ ′ := f (Γ) is evenly distributed over the non-zero elements of Z 4n+3 . The edge-set of Γ ′ consists of all possible pairs of the form {d, ds ′ } with d ∈ D and s ′ ∈ S ′ := f (S). Thus we have
Now recall that 4n + 3 is a prime and that −1 is a non-square in every field of order congruent to 3 (mod 4). It follows that we have {1, −1}·D = Z * 4n+3 . Hence we see that ∆Γ ′ covers every non-zero element of Z 4n+3 exactly |S| times and the assertion follows. {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 16, 18, 19, 24, 26 The above difference set D 127 admits 2 as a multiplier. In this case we have 2 · D 127 = D 127 , i.e., D 127 is fixed by the multiplication by 2. The task of finding a graceful D 127 -labeling of C 63 is facilitated if we impose that the resultant (127, C 63 , 1) difference graph is also fixed by the multiplication by 2. This happens provided that the multiplication by 2 acts as a rotation about the center of this graph by 2π 7 . Equivalently, the required difference graph has to be the union of the orbits of a path of size 9 under Frob([Z 7 ] 2 ). A solution is represented in the next figure. The reader can recognize that the resulting cycle is indeed the union of the orbits of the path [1, 3, 9, The prism graph on 2n vertices is the cubic graph corresponding to the skeleton of an n-prism. Following [26] Note that the above graph is fixed by the multiplication by 3. Indeed denoted by v i the label of the i-th "outer" vertex and by v ′ i the label of the corresponding "inner" vertex, one can check that v i+4 ≡ 3v i (mod 121) and v ′ i+4 ≡ 3v ′ i (mod 121) for every possible i (it is understood that the indices have to be considered modulo 40 and that the (i + 1)-th vertex of the outer cycle follows the i-th one clockwise). This means that the multiplication by 3 corresponds to a clockwise rotation of the above graph about its center by 72 degrees.
Generalized Petersen decompositions over F 3
Let n ≥ 5 be an integer, let Z ′ n = {0 ′ , 1 ′ , . . . , (n−1) ′ } be a disjoint isomorphic copy of Z n , and let k be an integer in the closed interval [2, n−2]. The generalized Petersen graph P (n, k) is the graph of order 2n with vertex-set Z n ∪ Z ′ n which is the union of the circulant graphs C(Z n ; {±1}), C(Z ′ n ; {±k}) and the perfect matching {{i, i ′ } | 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1}.
We want to construct a cyclic 2−(121, P (20, k), 1) design over F 3 for each possible k, hence for k = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. For this, we only need a D-graceful labeling of P (20, k) where D is the Singer (121, 40, 13) difference set that we gave in the previous subsection. Here is, for instance, a Singerlabeling of P (20, 3): Also here, as for the prism seen below, the multiplication by 3 corresponds to a clockwise rotation of the graph about its center by 72 degrees. We report below how to label the eight vertices 0, 1, 2, 3, 0 ′ , 1 ′ , 2 ′ , 3 ′ of P (20, k) in order to obtain, with the same method, a D-graceful labeling of P (20, k) for 2 ≤ k ≤ 9. As a matter of fact it was not indispensable to make calculations for both k = 3 and k = 7 since P (20, 3) and P (20, 7) are isomorphic (see, e.g., [33] ).
In conclusion, we have given a ([5] 3 , P (20, k), 1) difference graph over F 3 which is fixed by Frob[Z 5 ] 3 for 2 ≤ k ≤ 9.
A Moebius ladder decomposition over F 3
The Moebius ladder M 2n is the circulant graph C(Z 2n ; {1, n}). In simpler words, it is the cubic graph of order 2n obtained from the 2n-cycle (c 0 , c 1 , . . . , c 2n−1 ) by adding all possible diameters, i.e., all edges of the form {c i , c i+n } with 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Let us construct a cyclic 2−(121, M 40 , 1) design over F 3 . For this, it is enough to give a D-graceful labeling of M 40 where D is the Singer (121, 40, 13) difference set that we gave in Subsection 8.1.1. Such a labeling is the one shown below: 
Near resolvable (v, 2, 1) q designs
We recall that a resolvable 2−(v, k, λ) design is a triple (P, B, R) where (P, B) is a 2−(v, k, λ) design and R is a partition of B into classes (parallel classes) each of which is, in its turn, a partition of P.
We also recall that a near resolvable 2−(v, k, k − 1) design is a triple (P, B, R) where (P, B) is a 2−(v, k, k − 1) design and R is a partition of B into classes (near parallel classes) each of which gives a partition of all points except one.
A 2−(v, 2, 1) design is nothing but the complete graph K v and its qanalog, namely a 2−(v, 2, 1) q design, is the point-line design of PG(F v q ). These designs are clearly trivial. A resolvable 2−(v, 2, 1) design (more commonly known as a one-factorization of K v ) is a partition of the edges of K v into perfect matchings 2 . The q-analog of a perfect matching of K v is clearly a parallel class of the point-line design associated with PG(F v q ), i.e., a line spread of PG(F v q ). It is then natural to give the following definition. Definition 8.3. A resolvable 2−(v, 2, 1) q design is a partition of the lines of PG(F v q ) into classes each of which is a line spread of PG(F v q ).
Adopting this terminology, a famous result by R.D. Baker [2] can be restated as follows. On the other hand none of the cliques of the above graph is a line of PG(F 5 2 ). Indeed the sum of the three elements of the i-th clique is g i + 1.
Improper graph decompositions over a finite field
Given a graph Γ, let us denote by I(Γ) the set of its isolated vertices and by Γ \ I(Γ) the graph obtained from Γ by deleting all its isolated vertices. The graph obtained with the opposite operation of adding a certain number d of isolated vertices to a graph Γ will be denoted by Γ ∪ N d . Indeed, by N d we mean the null graph of order d, i.e., the edgeless graph with d vertices.
Usually, speaking of a 2−(v, Γ, λ) design, it is understood that I(Γ) is empty. This is because if B is the collection of blocks of a 2−(v, Γ, λ) design, then it is obvious that {B \ I(B) | B ∈ B} is the collection of blocks of a 2−(v, Γ \ I(Γ), λ) design. Conversely, it is clear that from a 2−(v, Γ, λ) design one can immediately obtain a 2−(v, Γ ∪ N d , λ) design provided that d ≤ v − k where k is the order of Γ.
Anyway, to allow isolated vertices in the context of graph decompositions over a finite field is meaningful. Indeed, deleting the isolated vertices of each block of a 2−([v] q , Γ, λ) design over F q we do not obtain a 2−([v] q , Γ\I(Γ), λ) design over F q .
We will say that a 2−(v, Γ, λ) design over F q is improper of degree d if Γ has exactly d isolated vertices. An improper design of degree 0 will be said proper. That said, it is clear that the most interesting designs are the proper ones. Suffices it to say that every possible 2−([v] q , Γ, λ) design can be "extended" to a suitable design over a finite field; in the worst of the cases, said k the order of Γ, it gives a spanning 2−([v] q , Γ ∪ N [v]q−k , λ) design over F q .
As an example, we give a 2−(127, Π 3 ∪ N 1 , 1) design over F 2 , so improper of degree 1. Reasoning exactly as in Subsection 3.4 the reader can check that such a design can be obtained by means of only one initial base block that is the preimage under f of the graph depicted below. 
Conclusion
It would be nice to conclude with a list of open problems. The fact is that almost everything is still open. Even though the topic of designs over finite fields has been considerably relaxed, to find general answers seems to be extremely difficult. At the moment, for the case λ = 1, we are not even able to exhibit an infinite family of non-trivial Γ-decompositions over a finite field. So a natural target, hopefully not too ambitious, should be to prove that there are infinitely many values of v for which that there exists a 2−([v] q , Γ, 1) design over F q for at least one pair (q, Γ).
